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Mormon Folklore 1978 Joseph Knight, Unseen Hero Jacqueline W. Solomon 1997 Joseph Knight, son of Newel Knight and Lydia Goldthwait, was born in Nauvoo, Illinois, on 18 Oct 1840. He married Jane Lucinda Judd, daughter of Hyrum Judd and Lisania Fuller, in Santa Clara, Washington County, Utah. The marriage date was not recorded. They had nine children. Their descendants have lived in Utah, Arizona, California and other areas in the United States.

Biennial Report Utah: Engineer's Office 1911 Books, Bluster, and Bounty Susan H. Swetsam 2012-04-30 "Susan Swetsam uses case studies of western applications for Carnegie libraries to examine how local support was mustered for cultural institutions in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century interior West. This is a comparative study involving the entire region between the Rockies and the Cascades/Sierras, including all of Idaho, Utah, Nevada, and Arizona; western Montana, Wyoming, and Colorado; eastern Oregon and Washington; and small parts of California and New Mexico. The study addresses not just the how of the process of establishing Carnegie libraries but, more importantly, the variable why. Although virtually all citizens and communities in the West who sought Carnegie libraries were after tangible benefits that were only tangentially related to books, what they specifically wanted varied in correlation with the diversity of the community of the West: “Library proponents in Island Empires boom towns, for example, touted Carnegie libraries to their fellow citizens as instruments of economic advantage over rival communities; citizens in rural LDS communities promoted Carnegie libraries as a force against the encroaching secular influences they feared threatened their children; a small cadre of Carnegie library proponents, in several of Utah’s largest cities, in stark contrast, actually promoted the projects to their fellow Gentiles as a corrective to LDS insularity. Economically stable Idaho communities sought Carnegie libraries to reinforce their self-perceived cultural superiority; communities in newly American Arizona sought them to counter perceptions of their Hispanic mud villages.” And so on.”

Utah: A Guide to the State History of Utah 1889 Hubert Howe Bancroft 1889 Biennial Report of the State Engineer to the Governor of Utah 1909

The Works of Hubert Howe Bancroft: History of Utah. 1889 Hubert Howe Bancroft 1889

Utah Best Books on 1941 Joseph Holbrook: Mormon Pioneer and the Next Generation Volume 1 Pamela Call Johnson 2014-03-04 Read about the settlement of Utah through the words of Mormon Pioneer, Joseph Holbrook, as written in his journal. Also included are stories and commentary on The Next Generation who went into Star Valley, Wyoming, to settle when outlaws infested that region. Among the most interesting of those was Butch Cassidy. Fresh insights into Cassidy's life and why he became an outlaw are revealed side by side with the life sketches of Anson Vasco Call II, the first mayor of Afton, Wyoming, and other stories of the settlement of the area. Showcased here is the LDS tabernacle in Bountiful, Utah, (top) that Joseph Holbrook helped build and the LDS tabernacle in Star Valley, Wyoming, (bottom) that his grandson, Anson Vasco Call II, helped erect. Joseph Holbrook's legacy is far reaching and extensive and includes the accomplishments of his many descendants.

History of Utah, 1540-1886 Hubert Howe Bancroft 1889

Biennial Report of the State Engineer to the Governor of Utah Utah. State Engineer's Office 1911

Utah, N.P.A. Guide and Hand Book Utah Educational Association 1913

Subject Catalog Library of Congress. Catalog of Copyright Entries, Third Series Library of Congress. Copyright Office 1978

Utah Since Statehood Noble Warrum 1919

The Founding of Utah Levi Edgar Young 1924

America, History and Life 1982 Provides historical coverage of the United States and Canada from prehistory to the present. Includes information abstracted from over 2,000 journals published worldwide.

Urbanism Past & Present 1975 Utah History Encyclopedia Allan Kant Powell 1994 The first complete history of Utah in encyclopedia form, with entries from Amaaani to ZCMI!

West American History Hubert Howe Bancroft 1902

History of Utah Hubert Howe Bancroft 1890

American Polygamist Craig L. Foster 2015-06-01 Today's Fundamentalist Mormons in the American West resist assimilation like their forefathers. Centered on faith, they survive despite efforts to permanently end their cherished plural family arrangements. While some Fundamentalists like Warren Jeffs go rogue and corrupt their beliefs in heinous crimes, most hold steadfastly to a religion they say is biblical and restored by the first Latter-day Saint prophet, Joseph Smith, in the early 1800s. Mormon historians Craig Foster and Marianne Watson present more than two hundred photos and exclusive insights to explain how an estimated thirty thousand Fundamentalist Mormons still venerate a much-debated legacy—despite its difficult challenges—and persist in living plural marriage.


The Utah Genealogical and Historical Magazine Catalog of Copyright Entries, Third Series Library of Congress. Copyright Office 1976 The record of each copyright registration listed in the Catalog includes a description of the work copyrighted and data relating to the copyright claim (the name of the copyright claimant as given in the application for registration, the copyright date, the copyright registration number, etc.).

Index to Book Reviews in Historical Periodicals John W. Brewer 1976

Best Hikes with Dogs Utah Dayna Storm 2013-04-11 CLICK HERE to download the 4 mile hike to Fehr Lake from Best Hikes with Dogs Utah (Provide us with a little information and we’ll send your download directly to your inbox) * 76 of the best trails that allow dogs * Handy trail-finder chart allows quick selection by difficulty, availability of water along the way, views, and more * Trails range from easy strolls to more challenging routes With over 84,900 square miles of national parks, wilderness and recreation areas, state parks, and national forests, Utah offers a wide variety of hiking trails. But with so many national parks and varying land agencies, navigating Utah with a dog can be frustrating and confusing. Lucky for you, Park City author Dayna Storm and her pup Harry have done the groundwork (and pawwork) to bring you this authoritative researched guide on hiking with your dog in Utah. Best Hikes with Dogs: Utah describes 76 of the best dog-friendly trails in six regions around the Beehive State: Northern Utah, Salt Lake City area, Wasatch, the Uintas, Southcentral Utah, and Southwestern Utah. Storm describes several hiking options close to communities such as Salt Lake City, Ogden, Provo, Moab, and St. George and dog-friendly hiking destinations such as the Escalante River and Pine Valley Mountains. She also gives special attention to the unique skills and preparation needed for hiking with dogs in the varied terrain of Utah, including hiking near slot canyons, slick rock, and hiking in areas that lack water with your dog.
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Books in Print 1986 Utah Place Naming John W. Van Cott 1989 Utah toponymy, or place names. Where are they? What is their history? Their importance? Over thousand toponymy are listed alphabetically, marking the passageways peoples and cultures from earliest times.

Library of Congress Catalog Library of Congress 1977

Biographical Record of Salt Lake City and Vicinity 1902 The City, Beautiful Leslie T. Foy 1975 "Dedicated to those individuals, living and dead, who with courage and with determination, endured hardships and brought about the progress that makes Beautiful a hometown of which to be proud." — P. Y. Biographical Report of the Department of Natural Resources Division of Water Rights to the Governor of Utah and Coordinating Council Department of Natural Resources Utah, Division of Water Rights 1911
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